2013 impreza

The Subaru Impreza is a modern, handsome hatchback with a low starting price. Subaru only
has minor changes in store for the Impreza. Base Impreza 2. The Subaru Impreza comes in a
hatchback body style or a sedan body style. It is made of fully galvanized steel and comes in
several colors of clearcoat monotone paint. Wheels are steel, gray aluminum, or silver
aluminum depending on the model chosen. They all come paired with all-season tires that are
good for driving in most weather conditions, on most roads. The upper level trims have the
option of a first row express sliding and tilting glass sunroof. A roof rack is available for
hatchback models, for additional cargo carrying possibilities. A lip spoiler and integrated roof
antenna add a touch of class. Limited and Sport Limited models come with automatic air
conditioning, while all other models come with manual air conditioning. An air filter is included
with all models. While underseat ducts help the air circulate, rear air controls are not available
for passengers in the back. Seats are the same across body styles: bucket seats in the front and
a bench seat in the rear. The driver's seat is six-way adjustable, while the front passenger has a
four-way adjustable seat. The front seats come heated for Premium, Sport Premium, Limited,
and Sport Limited models; unfortunately this is not even available as an option for the base
hatchback or sedan. Limited and Sport Limited seats come upholstered in leather, while other
models have cloth seats. HD even comes on Limited and Sport Limited models. MP3 capability,
auxiliary audio input and Bluetooth compatibility come on all systems. Music plays through four
up to eight speakers, depending on the trim level or options chosen. There are steering wheel
controls to help control the music, though voice activation is unfortunately not available. A
navigation system is available for most of the models, though none come standard with it. If it is
opted for, it comes with a voice activation feature and a LCD screen. A programmable garage
door opener is an available option for drivers who would like help with their automatic garage
doors. The driver and passengers are kept up to date on the outside temperature through a
digital display. The Subaru Impreza sedan has up to 12 cubic feet of cargo space, while the
hatchback has up to The hatchback comes with cargo tie downs, with a cargo net available for
keeping track of smaller items. Neither of these features are available for the sedan models.
Unfortunately, the only crash test safety rating available for the Impreza so far, is a rollover
resistance rating from the NHTSA; on the bright side, it scored five out of five stars in this
category. All Impreza models come with driver and front passenger frontal impact airbags, seat
mounted driver and passenger side impact airbags, side curtain airbags in the first and second
row, and driver knee protection airbags. An occupant sensor comes standard. Anti-lock brakes
work with driveline traction control to give control back to the driver during a slippery situation.
Ignition disable is another feature that is useful for deterring theft. Rear child safety door locks
keep young passengers safe in the back. The Impreza gives the standard low fuel, low tire
pressure, and service interval warnings. All Subaru Imprezas come with a 2. This engine is
called a flat-four or boxer engine and is better balanced than an inline-four engine would be. It
also produces fewer vibrations, which gives the passengers a quieter ride, and cools itself more
efficiently than an inline-four. While all models have the same engine, transmission choices
vary. The base model, Premium, and Sport Premium come standard with a five-speed manual
transmission with overdrive, with the option of a six-speed CVT with overdrive and auto-manual.
All Impreza models are all-wheel drive. Cruise control is standard on all models save the base
model hatchback and sedan, where it is unfortunately not available. Subaru Impreza models
come with a strut suspension in the front, supported by an anti-roll bar, coil springs, and
gas-pressurized shocks. A double independent suspension is present in the rear, and is also
supported by an anti-roll bar - in all but the base sedan and hatchback- coil springs, and
gas-pressurized shocks. An electronic stability system works with the anti-roll bars to increase
stability when performing difficult maneuvers, such as cornering. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Subaru Impreza Expert Review motortrendauthor. Expand All Sum Up. All Model Years
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I had a really great
experience with this dealership, I was contacted promptly and very friendly by the one of the
dealers named Megan and the entire experience was very pleasant. Very happy to have dealt
with these folks! Very helpful, even sent me pictures under the hood. Though I had to email
twice for it, they apologized for being understaffed. Down to earth salesman. Worked on with
the price of the car. Runs a clean professional business. Lots of desirable cars at reasonable
prices. Just bought a car and Mo was the absolute best! He explained everything and made the
process of buying a car easy. I was stressed being that this is my first vehicle and he helped me
every step of the way. Highly recommend! They were professional and our sales professional
was very helpful and not "sales-y". They had great COVID protocols in place that we were able
to test drive and buy the vehicle without stepping foot in the dealership. The best buying

experience I've had. Lee is a great salesman. Willing to help any any way to get you the car you
want. Very happy with Riverside company , extremely professionals , easy to deal. Phil the sales
associate handle the transaction perfectly. They have a quick response team but I never went
and views the car because I lost interest! Horrible experience. Send dealer all information that
was asked. Would not recommend this dealership to anyone! My experience with Turbo Motors
was awesome. The staff there are very friendly and helpful. They greet you with a smile on their
face. I was very pleased with the purchase of my new vehicle at Turbo Motors. I will recommend
anyone who wants to buy a car with friendly staff go to Turbo Motors. That seems hard to find
now a days. They posted a truck for sale at a good price then pulled the rug out from under me
when I wanted to buy it claiming it had too many problems. Like they don't check their trade-ins
before hand to know what they're getting. They should have never posted this vehicle for sale.
Very unprofessional. I don't believe this car ever existed at this price. I made a call on two
separate days inquiring about the advertised vehicle, and both times the salesperson stated
that the same car had just been sold minutes earlier. At that point, they tried talking me in to a
totally different type of vehicle. The salesman was to confident that he was selling the car didn't
really have good customer service walked off to help someone else. Dealer responded quickly
to my inquiry, however, the car I was interested in was already off the market. They had a red
corvette priced at The hood handle was broken, the power seat was broken, the clutch was
toast, and the lady i dealt with lied about the price. So now all of a sudden the price of the car
has increased and i drove miles to see this car. Stay away from this dealership. One of the
honest, down to earth dealers I ever dealt with. They wont rip you off with "processing" fees like
the larger dealers. They aim for customers rather than only a check. Wish the rest of dealers in
America would be like them. The dealership responded quickly to my inquiry and was very
professional. They were not at all high pressured in their sales tactics. The car was listed
accurately and an excellent value. My purchase of the vehicle went smoothly and was quite
easy. Even after the purchase, they were very accomodating in resolving an issue I had with the
car. Overall, I would recommend them for buying a used vehicle and would personally use them
again. Just asked for contact for a few questions. The dealer got back to me, answered my
questions and didn't bother me again. Taking a compact car and screwing it down taut is a
proven formula. After all, the WRX may have more instances of people calling it perfect than
nearly any other car in history. Things will get better soon, yes? For , that means a hp, 2.
Obviously more people desire the STi than we see out on the roads, and Subaru has decided to
encourage such cravings with some new tech for Now you can access their new dynamic online
brochure to design your own STi or regular old WRX, for that matter. Utilize interactive tools to
choose options, zoom in on parts and print out your STi to bring it to the dealer, or paste it up
next to your bank statements to remind you to start saving. For those who are ready to buy the
ticket, the ride includes that vaunted 2. For most the STi handles just fine, especially since the
update that added stiffer springs, larger anti-roll bars, new pillow ball bushings on the front
lower arms and wider standard tires. There are, of course, options. A leather-wrapped
short-throw shifter should be a no-brainer, while a sport exhaust system will help breathing and
really take advantage of quad exhaust tips. The new one is here, and if this latest iteration has
given you fits, just wait until the next one shows upâ€”a vehicle that has been painted with
rumors of diesel-hybrid nonsense, amongst other abominations. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized Subaru Dealer. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. After calling
them several times, left messages over the course of 3 weeks I simply hit the respond button
which I got a car guru rep. Who assured me that someone would call back. They did, only to tell
me that a deposit had been on the car in recent days. I wanted to purchase the car weeks prior!!
Umair was very professional and courteous. Transaction was smooth and easy. We purchased a
Jeep Liberty and immediately took it to our mechanic to inspect. He stated the vehicle was in
great shape and asked where we purchased it. Highly recommend. Barb was awsome! I was her
first Batb is my hero! I live my new ride! Thanks Fisher Auto Group you made me very happy!
Great buyers experience. Got what I paid for and car was worth price. Dealer was very flexible in
regards to letting me take the car on down payment and came back after I got financing to drop

off check and finalize. Great experience Michael and his wife were very helpful with the whole
process from the purchase, registration and inspection. Nice used vehicles at fair prices.
Excellent service, they were extremely friendly and professional. I would buy from them again.
Thanks Guys. Ceasar was quick on the response. Easy to work with. Decent selection. Ill keep
an eye on his lot to see what else pops up! Excellent dealer. Worked with us on price and
delivered on everything. Went out of their way to fix all recalls found for the car. Dealership is
horrible ran my credit like 4 times for nothing cause car I wanted sold the next day. Dealer was
great to work with. Good deals on their vehicles and fair on trades. Would buy there again.
Great buying experience! From the moment we walked through the door and were greeted by
Dave, we felt respected, heard and valued. Purchased vehicle after taking it on test drive. There
was no pressure. Rob was very personable. My wife loves the vehicle. I would recommend this
dealership to anyone who may ask. Very respectful people undecided on purchasing but will
keep in mind as I continue my search for a vehicle. They were very nice people worked very well
they took care of the registry and any concerns I had quick to respond a over all good
experience. The experience has been very easy with their help confirming the safety and state
of the vehicle. They are also helping me find a reasonable delivery service for the vehicle to be
delivered south. I feel as if Elhage is honest and stands behind the vehicles they sell. I
recommend Elhage Auto Group! Very helpful, even sent me pictures under the hood. Though I
had to email twice for it, they apologized for being understaffed. Hot off a redesign, the steamy
all-wheel drive AWD Subaru Impreza lineup, including both sedans and hatches, gains in the
multimedia department across the board, with a backup camera added to the navigation
package for upper-tier trims in The WRX and STi high-performance editions continue on in the
previous generation's form, but the rest of the lineup is updated and includes the 2. The now
2-liter boxer 4-cylinder as opposed to the previous 2. Touted as one of the nicest cabins in its
class, the Impreza's interior refinements spanned from dash to doors to design, offering
soft-touch materials throughout and a pleasing design in a roomier cabin, being closer to
midsize in its latest incarnation. Trunk space is also improved by a cube or 3 depending on the
model, sedans now fetching 12 cubic feet for cargo with the hatch welcoming That said,
although this engine has no want for power using the same 5-speed manual and CVT previously
offered with the new lighter body, zip-to mph times are a paltry 9. The Impreza's performance is
improved over previous years, but the fact remains that this Impreza can't do better than 30
mpg combined in sedan form, while some hatchbacks edge closer to the advertised rate but
can't top 32 mpg. Some drivers have also been in the shop more often than they would like or
should reasonably expect for a new car, blaming the AWD system for all sorts of issues. The
optional touchscreen and navigation systems are larger and improved, but still boast a hefty
learning curve with unfriendly buttons. Last but not least, some drivers want more higher-tier
options but at least some sort of lumbar support in the driver's seat, so think twice if you have
back issues. Otherwise there's plenty of drivers who have to pinch themselves before turning
the key. Even at the bottom of the lineup you can expect full power accessories, air
conditioning, a height-adjustable driver's seat with telescoping steering wheel, CD player,
split-folding rear seat, the upgrades mentioned previously and even keyless entry. Moving up to
Premium notably adds alloy wheels, cruise control and an adjustable front-center armrest with 2
more speakers for the sound system, while the Premium ups the ante with the Alloy Wheel and
All-Weather packages standard and including features like a leather-wrapped steering wheel
and shifter, heated mirrors and seats, automatic headlights, automatic climate control, leather
upholstery, rear-center armrest and a touchscreen audio interface with HD radio. Roof rails are
standard on Sport hatch models, which otherwise follow other trims' feature sets very closely,
while anything but the base 2. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Subaru Impreza listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Subaru Impreza 2. Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in

17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is
based on our latest subscriber survey of Subaru Impreza owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. I am sharing this
because of the frustration and disappointment I went through to get the springs replaced and it
relates to an item reported in CR's review of the Impreza I believe it was in While I was making
the appointment I was instructed to call a toll-free no. When I called I was connected to the
dealership who connected me to the parts dept. I was told the parts were not available but that
since my appt. Two days before my appt. I called again to check on the parts and was told they
were in and that I should keep the appt. When I showed at the appointment there were no parts
and there would be no parts for several wks. After the springs were finally replaced, I noticed
that the engine noise upon acceleration that was noted in the review was significantly reduced
from the cacophonous clatter to a more pleasant roar above rpm and mileage has increased by
almost 1 mpg to boot. Subaru dealer has not been able to repair since receiving the recall. It
may be a 10 month wait according to the company. The problem was fixed under warranty in a
couple days, and a loaner was provided. We were very pleased with how Subaru handled the
issue. Scheduled to be done in May. Dealership had the car for almost a week while they
replaced something in the engine. Found there was a recall on this but I did not get the info
because the recall came out at the time I bought the car and the previous owner got the notice.
The dealer did not give me this info. Consequently by the time I figured the oil burning was a
recall, I was over the , mile limit for the engine rebuild. I accepted this offer but I was not too
happy that the dealer dragged out the complaint over several visits so I went over the , miles.
They also replaced valve springs per recall. As I understand, this was a design problem,
specific to certain engines in certain years, since resolved. Over time the problem got worse; at
the point that my car failed Subaru's oil consumption test, my Subaru dealer replaced the short
block and provided a loaner while doing the work. There have been no problems since the work
was done; I am very satisfied with Subaru's attention to the problem; and I would buy another
Subaru in the future though I won't need to any time soon, since I have a brand new engine!
There was an ignition coil failure or cylinder misfire. It took a lot of time to diagnose and repair.
It caused the engine to shudder at low RPMs, almost to the point where it felt like the engine
would shut off or stall. The phenomenon was experienced relatively often. Like all car problems,
it seemingly appeared from nowhere and lasted about two months before the check engine light
came on. We took it to an independent shop to begin with where they "fixed" the problem. It
came back almost immediately after getting the car back, and we returned it once more. After a
couple of days, the problem was diagnosed and traced back to the CPU of the car, which either
way, called for a visit to the dealership. From here on out the same thing happened. We got the
car back, but the misfire was still there. Three months later we finally got the car back, and it
was fixed. Since then we haven't experienced any engine shudder or loss of power. Luckily
Subaru was very generous and loaned us a vehicle while the Impreza was in the shop. Had two
oil consumption tests. Failed second one". Subaru is replacing the short block at their cost,
even with over k miles on the car. Kudos to Subaru for addressing this issue". Was completed
in 5 days as promised and was provided a loaner car for the time it was in the shop. Replaced
engine block. Vehicle failed an oil consumption test so the lower half of engine is being
replaced. This was diagnosed and is being done under my extended warranty, but the car
should not have had this problem. On the third time the dealer found the engine bearings were
bad. The only fix was to replace the shortblock and there was only about 13, miles on the
vehicle". Subaru attempted to solve the problem in stages. Eventually they replaced a major
part. All of this was at no cost to me other than time and some aggravation". The oil level
sensor was replaced first, then the engine was rebuilt new seals. Did not help. Finally, the short
engine block with casting defect was replaced. Very poor Subaru service, the car went through
3 oil changes a". Had to have engine replaced with new engine block". All were purchased new.
All have had problems with bad head gaskets. All of the cars have had the standard 4 cylinder
engine, and it appears that the gasket problem is a design flaw that Subaru has not or will not
solve". The AC didn't work when I got the car back, and although the Subaru dealership didn't
admit they broke it, they repaired it free of charge. The vibrations from the mount and the oil
leak also disappeared. I've cleaned it out and looked for damages in the seal, and everything
looks fine, but whenever my car is outside in hard rain, I expect to find a puddle in my cargo
tray. Road noise in wet weather is also almost unbearable". In , I had to bring in for the left rear
bearing. Both time the bearings produced annoying sounds at highway speeds. But they didn't
care about continuing noise. On next visit, dealership found noise-surprising? It is dependent
up on the temperature". Dealer has mostly fixed this problem". Not really an issue, just rattles a

bit". It was a creaking from the windshield area. Have sold the car since". Repaired under
warranty". Dealer has worked to locate source and eliminate these with minimal success". Have
had to have fixed twice already. Rattle in roof console. Rattle around radio that subaru has been
unable to fix even after several days in the shop. This is the rattliest car I have ever driven".
They replaced the post and it made it worse. It basically rattles and vibrates all the time and
Subaru has not responded to. My complaints". Wind Noise: While there is wind noise, it is not
as annoying as the road noise. The combination of the the above makes the car uncomfortable
to drive. The radio has to be turned up to hear it over the noise at highway speeds. Dealer said
every thing looks good. A wind noise is the noise the wind makes around a window when you
drive, in this case it comes from the driver's side small window". The car is noisy". So loud that
it's hard to hear the radio. It is difficult to use the phone on the car's blue tooth if on the
highway". The radio must be turned up significantly while driving and immediately turned down
when coming to a stop". Car would not be comfortable, noise-wise, for long trip". I'm told this
issue was addressed in the models". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems,
regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition,
distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Dealer is unable to figure out the
problem. Had to be broken and removed in pieces to get replaced. Extremely frustrating". Later
in the day 5 other dashboard alerts went on with no actual impacts to car operation. Looks
remained illuminated for 3 days, but when I took it in there was no record of any problems on
the computer. It's only a few years old and seems as if light bulbs don't last. Expensive repair
required at the dealer due to design that makes it very difficult to replace bulbs ourselves".
They were replaced. This drained the battery to the extent the car wouldn't crank the next
morning. When the battery was jumped and the overhead light switch was reset, everything was
OK again. I never figured out why the overhead light switch got turned on by itself. It may have
been by me mistakenly brushing against it. Not a huge problem but mysterious. We cannot
imagine why Subaru would choose red over white or another bright color". Not worth it! So then
we have to go get it checked and there's hardly ever a problem. Dealer says it is not a warranty
item and it is costly to replace. Replaced 3 time. It stays on for a while and then goes off. We
doublecheck fluid levels all the time and there's no problem with them. Would have to replace
entire fluid reservoir to replace the sensor. We replaced the motor at our expense. Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. We live in far
northern NY, so the winters are severe. Ice and snow build up around the facia, causing it to
tear. Eventually the rip will endanger the structural integrity of the front end. The plastic is not
holding together well, after 8 years. This is the second time that has happened on the passenger
side. So far no other issues". I have had the right front fall off 4 times when exposed to very
light bumps e. I was unable to locate it twice so total new replacement was twice. Also, the front
fender hangs very low and can bump on a curb , so is easily cracked. Bumper cover cracks
easily. Body panels dent easily. Paint is thin. The piece has been lost twice and had to be
replaced". Was repaired at expense of Subaru". This is on the Limited Sport edition. The car has
lower body molding below the doors and between the front and rear wheels. It has come loose".
It was easily popped back into place. I resent so much of my car being plastic". Front speaker
covers both rattle. The cargo cover in the hatch had to be removed because it was so noisy".
The car was garaged, yet the dealer claimed it was from "outside influences".. This has
continued to increase in areas on the roof and hood; the paint seems very thin and weak".
Dealer said it was caused by external conditions. Paint was obviously thin and poorly applied
and has continued to separate at other spots. This car is parked right next to my Explorer which
doesn't show any similar problems. Subaru offered to cover the expense of repainting the
vehicle in those locations. Dealer said there was nothing they could do. Very disappointing".
The hood continues to have chips in the new paint". Can only be seen when the trunk is open
and you look under where the license plate lights are". This area is not exposed when the trunk
is closed". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. A new alignment from a different dealer,
this time in Detroit and new tires seems to have fixed this issue". Took it to the dealer who
diagnosed the problem. Replacement fixed it. I had this replaced. Noticed handling improved
after the replacement. Took 3 times or more trips to dealer to locate problem. A front strut
mount was finally replaced and the clunk went awa". Important addendum- had chronic oil leak
in first year requiring multiple visits to dealer, much stalling and BS until finally admitting major
engine issue and replacing engine. The steering rack had to be replaced. I've never had to
replace that on any car we ever owned. At miles I was less than pleased. I had just had the car
serviced the week before and was told I need new tires immediately. I got the tires and then had
this problem. I was concerned about maybe it had something to do with the tires since I bought

them elsewhere. I took back into Subaru service and they said they would run the diagnostics
again. However, I had the extended warranty and it". They are muddy in the spring. They are
bumpy most all the time. This spring my car vibrated at 40 mph. My garage said it was dirt in the
wheels and flushed it out". At one point the inner portion of the tread was completely gone, but
because the visible portion of the tire looked OK, it was not evident until the tire blew out. The
dealer has tried to fix this on more than a couple of occasions, but I seem to keep burning
through tires. It also means that I can rely on the fact that they are responsible for reporting
situations before they become critical. I was told my tires were critical on the next visit after
they had been good miles prior. This happened the week before Christmas and this dealership
knows I drive for Uber and Lyft. So I bought new tires. The very next week I had to take my car
back in because of steering issue". I replaced tires with new Bridgestone tires and had car
aligned". Making loud noise and vibration. The hub assembly was replaced. I had to have the
front wheel bearings replaced. We thought it was the tires. There was no difference with new
tires. I mentioned it to Subaru service when I got oil changes. They gave me some yack yack
about the original tires being softer and therefore quieter. During the state inspection at a
Lincoln dealer near my work , they noticed the noise without me saying anything about the road
noise when they drove the car into their bays and informed us that the R rear bearing was going
bad. Our independent mechanic confirmed the bearing and discovered the L was also failing.
The car is much quieter. At least a rear passenger can hear the radio or driver talking. I'm
annoyed Subaru couldn't figure this out. They had to have heard how loud the car was when
they drove it in for the the oil change. Don't get me started on the oil light Subaru can't seem to
figure that out either. Became loud". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. I spoke to the dealer about this, and they were
unable to solve the problem". Usually resolves next time I'm in the car". It is specific to the
system in this year's model since I test drove some newer models of the same vehicle to see if
the same problem existed, but those worked fine. On trips it will often route you on detours
from the programmed route for no apparent reason. Smartphone map programs such as Google
Maps much more reliable". Hard to see, hard to program, and dangerous to use. You can't use a
touch screen and drive safely. This is true of the radio and the navigation system. I use my
iPhone mounted next to the steering wheel". In , it stopped working completely in the spring. In
the fall, the USB connection also stopped functioning. Then the radio started having issues
maintaining a connection. I finally gave up and bought a new stereo head, and now have a
system that works the way that my Subaru's built-in stereo was supposed to work. Within two
years, the ability to pair via Bluetooth stopped, so I switched to using the USB connection.
Three years later, the USB bus also stopped working. Last year, I removed the factory-installed
stereo head and replaced it with a Sony, and discovered that not only was my phone working
fine, but that the audio quality provided by the factor-installed stereo was TERRIBLE compared
to what the speakers could produce. So they stood behind it". I cannot always fix it". Only way
to fix is to turn vehicle not just stereo off and back on again. I have not had issues pairing either
of these devices with numerous rental cars. Also, with new iPhone 8, there does not seem to be
a way to have the phone interrupt non-bluetooth audio with directions. Usually requires 10 or
more attempts and in some cases I just give up. Dealer paired phones and they stayed paired
for one day. Now not able to pair at all. I have iPhone 5. Car usually pairs, but often drops out
the audio mid-trip even though the phone remains "paired. Unable to retrieve messages from
phone.. Bluetooth microphone on car system needed to be replaced". There was nothing wrong
with the engine. It happened three times before they changed it out. They kept saying I needed
to tighten my gas cap to solve it". I ask it to call someone and it dials someone else in my
contacts. I gave up on using it and ask my smart phone Siri to make calls for me. Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. The car still stopped satisfactorily. This went on for a few days until I got it
into a mechanic. I was advised that it was not safe to drive. Front calipers, rotors, disc brake
pads and hoses were all replaced. During the inspection the dealer told me that I needed a new
caliper, rotors, and brake pads. The caliper had a faulty sticking slip pin. I'm thinking to myself
that if it's a dealership, they should have the knowledge and parts, in house, to repair it. This
may be due to the fact that my son and daughter drove this vehicle". Seems to me I should have
had more warning that the brake pads were going so I would not have had to replace rotors as
well. This seemed extremely premature, and the dealership would not cover the repairs under
warranty. I have been told this is because I drive a small fraction of the time on a dirt road.
There is no way rotors should have to be replaced at this low mileage". Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Dealer blamed a
mouse! It would move at about 5 mph and ignored the pedal. Check Engine light came on with
the torque to the wheels light. Tried turning off engine and restating with no problem resolution.

Left it sit in garage for a few hours and the engine started and ran normally with no check
engine light. Concerned about when that will happen again. Diagnostic code was P Has not
reoccured. Problem ended up being bad engine bearings". Covered by dealer. The dealer says it
normal but the check engine lamp will illuminate at miles past an oil change. Subaru dealer
does not see any problems. We keep a quart of oil in the trunk waiting for the amber lamp to
appear. Despite repeat visits, dealer service never identified leak location or problem. It's still
burning or leaking oil, but at a slower rate. If it's the head gasket we will probably not keep the
car. Found out from dealer that many locations in engine were leaking. Timing chain cover,
valve covers etc. Required pulling engine and 3 days with loaner vehicle. This was just after a
recall for valve spring replacement. Just under 2 litres per kms. Subaru dealership does not
seem invested in determining this issue, I believe". Two subaru dealers say this is normal".
Sometimes just days after an oil change, sometimes s of miles later. We've done that twice we
missed the mileage once or twice and had to start over. Where is the oil going? It's using more
than 2 quarts of oil per oil change. The dealer is looking at it now but is saying that it is
"normal" for this engine to use oil". Replaced condenser for crack and compressor for
operational failure. Previous subaru seemed to have AC problems too. The compressor needs
to be replaced. The repair is very expensive and I'm not going to fix it. It took 3 trips to the
dealer to fix it. Each trip was miles round trip for us to drive to dealer and back plus hours of
waiting time each time we went". The service department told me that there was debris in the
filter and replaced it. The sound like the motor". It blows cold air on your feet even when set to
just blow hot air". Also takes a very long time to warm up - 7 minutes". Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Had to leave the car for 3 days. They did not
have a loaner available so I had to rent a car. It was a VERY expensive repair. I have had 2 other
manual transmission cars driven a total of close to , miles and I never had to replace a clutch
before. Exact same thing happened with previous Subaru Impreza manual shift I had, at the
same , miles. It went smoothly. The dealership determined that it needed to be replaced. The car
has now gone through 3 transmissions under the same circumstances, the last 2 were during
the last 14 months. Not at all impressed with the car's reliability, performance, or quality. Then,
a month later, replaced again due to improper installation of the second transmission. They had
omitted the final seal, causing a leak. Third CVT transmission seems to be holding for now".
This is a non-maintainable item that necessitated CVT replacement". We were told the
"technician hears a noise which indicates the transmission is about to fail". They claimed we
needed a new transmission even though the car was running fine. Naturally, we were skeptical,
but we have friends who own the same year Impreza, and their transmission DID fail and was
replaced while still under warranty. Rather than seek a second opinion, we traded the car in fo".
Needed to be replaced. In previous years we have had to have the transmission seals replaced.
No charge to us". It was on the east coast. My wife drove it back and the dealership took it in.
Subaru warranty said just replace it and don't open it at all". Premature wear and replaced rear
brake pads and rotors. Shifter cable broke and replaced. PPD Piss poor design. Turns out, it
needed an axle bearing. This was possibly caused by laying idle for a couple of months for the
past two years. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. Car wouldn't start. I thought it would last longer,
based on how long the first battery lasted. Sometimes it doesn't start at all, and I have to wait a
few minutes and try again. My mechanic spent an hour on it, and diagnosed the problem: it's a
Subaru. Subaru stated a software update would fix. Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Just there one day". When I took it to the dealer early in our
ownership, it was working fine and they couldn't find the problem. I wish the indictor light would
show which". This was also a first and also expensive. Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. Sometimes it lacks responsiveness when moving forward or trying to
pass". Dealer mistakenly replaced battery. On second visit determined transmission valve body
had failed. A very expensive part". Was out of service for over a week. Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. This was with a passenger seated with seat belt fastened.
Car was towed to Subaru dealer. Dealer said fuse for fuel pump was blowing out and suggested
that critters had chewed wiring. The amount of time it took to diagnose fuel pump failure
seemed excessive. Dealer fixed under an extended warranty but offered no loaner. Most
concerned that the pump failed under power with no prior indication of trouble. My mechanic
told me that the oxygen sensor failed and needed tp be replaced. The car had a difficult time
starting". The service technician indicated it was the sensors and claimed to have fixed the
issue. The check engine came on again, with the same diagnosis and fix. The check engine

came on a third time, with the same diagnosis and fix. All three of these incidents occurred
within a four week period. The last fix seemed to have worked Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Subaru Impreza Change Vehicle. A comfortable ride, responsive handling, good visibility,
simple controls, and a relatively spacious rear seat all combine to make the Impreza easy to live
with. The hatchback's cargo versatility gives it an edge in practicality over the sedan version.
Sport models come with snazzy wheels and a bit more equipment than more basic Imprezas.
There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots.
Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall
Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Cylinder head "The problem was the valve
springs that were covered under warranty although I didn't have the springs break. Kudos to
Subaru for addressing this issue" Mike P. The only fix was to replace the shortblock and there
was only about 13, miles on the vehicle" Anonymous, ID Subaru Impreza Limited 2. All of this
was at no cost to me other than time and some aggravation" Anonymous, PA Subaru Impreza 2.
All of the cars have had the standard 4 cylinder engine, and it appears that the gasket problem
is a design flaw that Subaru has not or will not solve" Anonymous, PA Subaru Impreza Sport 2.
Air or water leaks "Hatch window on driver's side was letting water in. Road noise in wet
weather is also almost unbearable" Jim T. Dealer has mostly fixed this problem" Terry G. Not
really an issue, just rattles a bit" D L. Have sold the car since" David J. Repaired under
warranty" Bryon H. Dealer has worked to locate source and eliminate these with minimal
success" Paul J. This is the rattliest car I have ever driven" Michelle S. A wind noise is the noise
the wind makes around a window when you drive, in this case it comes from the driver's side
small window" Anonymous, DE Subaru Impreza 2. The car is noisy" Robert S. It is difficult to
use the phone on the car's blue tooth if on the highway" Paul P. The radio must be turned up
significantly while driving and immediately turned down when coming to a stop" Anonymous,
NV Subaru Impreza Limited 2. I'm told this issue was addressed in the models" Tammy M.
Expensive repair required at the dealer due to design that makes it very difficult to replace bulbs
ourselves" Anonymous, NY Subaru Impreza 2. We cannot imagine why Subaru would choose
red over white or another bright color" Anonymous, MI Subaru Impreza 2. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "The front bumper developed a crack and has come loose from the rest of the body.
So far no other issues" Joel B. The piece has been lost twice and had to be replaced" Jerome L.
Was repaired at expense of Subaru" Mark W. The cargo cover in the hatch had to be removed
because it was so noisy" Tammy M. This has continued to increase in areas on the roof and
hood; the paint seems very thin and weak" Jim T. Can only be seen when the trunk is open and
you look under where the license plate lights are" Raymond F. Alignment "Dealer performed
alignment in Arizona I think improperly and my front tires wore unevenly with chunks of rubber
coming off the tire during a cross country trip. A new alignment from a different dealer, this time
in Detroit and new tires seems to have fixed this issue" Kevin D. A front strut mount was finally
replaced and the clunk went awa" Anonymous, OR Subaru Impreza 2. However, I had the
extended warranty and it" Linda B. The very next week I had to take my car back in because of
steering issue" Linda B. I spoke to the dealer about this, and they were unable to solve the
problem" Anonymous, MD Subaru Impreza Limited 2. Usually resolves next time I'm in the car"
Carol N. Smartphone map programs such as Google Maps much more reliable" S K. I use my
iPhone mounted next to the steering wheel" Richard N. So they stood behind it" Beck W.
Accessory belts or pulleys "Vehicle recall. Two subaru dealers say this is normal" Tim F. The
dealer is looking at it now but is saying that it is "normal" for this engine to use oil" Paul P.
Each trip was miles round trip for us to drive to dealer and back plus hours of waiting time each
time we went" Bill F. It blows cold air on your feet even when set to just blow hot air" Robert S.
Clutch replacement "Had to order the parts because manual transmissions are not common on
this model. Rather than seek a second opinion, we traded the car in fo" David T. No charge to
us" Michael B. Subaru warranty said just replace it and don't open it at all" Gregory R. CV joint

"Right rear wheel bearing replaced. Glass defects "I recently found my front windshield
cracked--no stones or pebble kick up during driving. Rough shifting "This car has a cvt
transmission. Sometimes it lacks responsiveness when moving forward or trying to pass" Paul
J. Fuel cap "the cord that connects the cap to the car tends to get caught in the fuel door and
kinks which eventually breaks the connection - the check engine light comes on; very
expensive to replace! Radiator "The radiator was damaged when a baseball hit the grill See All
Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Ford Focus. Honda Civic. Kia Soul. Mazda 3. Mini
Cooper. Nissan Sentra. Subaru Impreza. Toyota Corolla. Toyota Prius. Toyota Prius C. Toyota
Prius V. Volkswagen Jetta. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems
overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems
reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Brake lights that do not illuminate properly will
not alert other drivers that the vehicle is slowing or stopping, increasing the risk of crash. Read
Recall Details. Subaru of America, Inc. What should you do:. Subaru will notify owners, and
dealers will replace the brake light switch, free of charge. The recall began April 15, Owners may
contact Subaru customer service at Subaru's number for this recall is WUE Potential Number of
Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. An engine stall can increase the risk of a crash. The engine
valve springs in these vehicles may fracture causing an engine malfunction or a possible
engine stall. Subaru will notify their owners. Toyota will notify the FR-S owners. Dealers will
replace the valve springs, free of charge. The recall began December 26, Subaru owners may
contact Subaru customer service at , Toyota owners may contact the Toyota Customer
Experience Center at Subaru's number for this recall is WTY If the air injection pump overheats,
it may melt and increase the risk of a fire. Subaru is recalling certain model year model year
Legacy and Outback vehicles, Impreza vehicles and Forester vehicles, all equipped with
turbo-charged engines. The relay that controls the secondary air injection pump may fail,
causing the pump to continuously operate and overheat. Subaru will notify owners, and dealers
will replace the secondary air injection pump relay, free of charge. The recall began December
Subaru's number for this recall is WTM The engine may inadvertently start and run for up to
fifteen minutes. The engine may continue to start and stop until the fob battery is depleted, or
until the vehicle runs out of fuel. Additionally included are certain model year Legacy and
Outback vehicles that may have received replacement RES fobs. If the RES fob is dropped, the
fob may malfunction and randomly transmit an engine start request without pressing the
button. Subaru will notify owners, and dealers will replace the RES key fobs, free of charge. The
recall began on April 22, Owners may contact Subaru at for more information. Original
equipment keyless entry fobs integrated on the vehicle key are not affected. Subaru's recall
campaign number is WQF Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. Recently CVT transmission issues and unusual wear and year at only 60k miles
which is low for a subaru. I have zero issues with the car's performance. Goes great in the
winter, rarely get stuck or slide on icy roads. It gets great gas mileage as well. My only issues
are with the body and tires. The car started to rust on the bottom door panels within a year of
purchase and even with the recommended tires I always seem to have at least 1 tire that losses
pressure constantly! The Subaru handles very well and has limited maintenance issues. Gas
mileage is ok, not great. Enjoy the convenience of the hatchback and the small size of the car.
The car is very comfortable. One deficit: quality of the sound of radio is rather poor. Quite tiny. I
have not really had any problems with car, it has 60 thousand miles on it. I was didn't like the
expensive 60k service it was 1, but it was pretty extensive. I also wish for better gas mileage. I
drove it cross country no problems. Had one recall that they kept it for 3 days but gave me a
rental. I like the heated seats and sunroof. It does well in snow and on dirt roads. I do not like
that it is a little bit lower to the ground than I am used to. I think I would like a Crosstrek for a
little more height. I really love my Impreza. I haven't had any problems yet. I have cloth seats but
they make it a comfortable ride. I have put over , miles on my vehicle and it still runs smooth
making it very reliable! My favorite feature in the Impreza is the backup camera. It makes
backing up really easy! Has a lot of cargo space. It is comfortable, although not if you are really
tall. Handles well and is cost effective for gas. I have had to have the brakes done more often
than my other cars, but that may be just my car. First time I ever had seat warmers and find that
to be a very nice feature. This car uses synthetic oil which is more expensive than regular, but
does need oil changes less often. I have had no problems driving in the snow and have not
been stuck due to all wheel drive. I like this car overall it is smaller in size and that makes
parking very easy and yet as I said there is a lot of space. The back seat folds down flat and I
can carry pretty large items. I would purchase this vehicle again or recommend it to anyone.
Wonderful vehicle. Drives smooth. Can switch into manual. All-wheel drive. Plenty of room for

family, dogs, kids, bags, groceries, etc. The car feels safe to drive, and is very comfortable. It
offers heated seats which helps so much in the winter time. The vehicle is very reliable, easy to
drive and safe. It also has plenty of storage, and the trunk is very easy to load and unload. I
really enjoy the fact that it is a four wheeler, which makes is very safe to drive under rain or
snow. We had to do some maintenance on the brakes, but it was normal wear and tear. We will
probably buy another Subaru next time. Handles well in bad weather. I do not feel like there are
major blind spots in backing up, without a camera or other electronic aids. Paint chips easily
and have had to have hood repaired within 3 months of purchasing it brand new. Was covered
under warranty. Back seats fold down easily to transport cargo. Easy to load and unload cargo
from back. Tailgate is easily opened and shut, but cargo needs to be totally clear and not close
to tailgate for complete shut. The Subaru Impreza is generally a good car, but it has had a few
recalls. It gets good gas mileage and is reliable. It is also a very good price for a four-wheel
drive vehicle. It is a four-cylinder engine, so it is not super peppy, but it is fast enough and I do
not have any trouble merging onto the interstate. Very reliable, but has required a lot of upkeep
and mechanical work. Subaru has had to fix the same problems multiple times. Not a huge fan
of the style of the car. Otherwise, it is reliable and drive very smoothly until about 60, miles. It
still drives well, just a little bumpier. I really had no problems with this car. Just like most cars
or maintenance things that have to happen new tires, oil change, brake linings etc. It is a very
reliable car it gets great gas mileage very comfortable sporty and very fun to drive I especially
like the sunroof it really makes me feel like I am in a convertible I would recommend this car for
anyone. I absolutely love this car. It drives well, is light and fast and has great mileage. I wish it
had more trunk space but that is what you get with a smaller car. I also wish it was slightly
higher off the ground. The car is very aerodynamic and comfortable. My Subaru Impreza has
been an incredibly reliable vehicle for me and my family. I have never had a problem with it for
the 5 years I have owned the vehicle. For a sedan, the Impreza has an impressive amount of
space. I love that it is an all wheel drive car, this is great for snowy weather or a trip to the
mountains. Some of my favorite features include the heated all fabric seats, Bluetooth
connection for hand free phone conversation and music capabilities, and the ability to fold the
back seats down to extend the trunk space. I absolutely love my car. No complaints with the
vehicle. It is a little narrow, but it is the perfect size vehicle for a new family. I just enjoy Subaru
for all wheel drive in sedans. The stereo quality is not the best and sounds a bit muffled. The
interior dash lights at night are red which is a bit odd. The car is amazing! We love it so much! It
is reliable, great on gas, easy to maintain, clean and sleek outside and inside! My husband and I
just love this car and are so thrilled with Subaru in general. We will absolutely continue to
purchase Subaru's in the future! Great in the outdoors! No problems. It has not given me any
reason to complain about it. It runs great! I highly recommend a Subaru. Gas mileage is good
and handles excellent in bad weather conditions. I change the oil on time and keep it well
maintained. The paint is in good condition as well. Car is reliable especially in the snow, gas
mileage is great full tank lasts a long time without refilling. Car is very roomy and comfortable
for long car rides. Trunk is roomy for lots of stuff to be packed. Car looks nice and classic will
never go out of style. Gets good gas mileage and has been reliable mechanically. Lacks
acceleration but happy it comes in stick shift. I would buy another Subaru. One problem is that
it burns oil. Four wheel drive is nice for snow days but wish the vehicle had more clearance and
more horsepower. For me the Subaru Impreza has been a reliable, high performance vehicle. It
has never broken down on me, and with its 'all wheel drive' feature. I have been saved from a lot
of situations. All in all, the Subaru Impreza is a great car and should be considered as a top
model for the Subaru industry. Mechanically, it is a very reliable vehicle. Maintenance is
extremely low in cost if maintained on a regular schedule. My biggest criticism of my Subaru
Impreza is a road noise issue. The car is extremely noisy, especially on rough tarmac surfaces.
It is surprisingly roomy on the inside given the small size of the car. All wheel drive on snow
and ice is outstanding. Extremely functional city driver. Owned this car a few months from a
local shop. Love the handling, the responsiveness and at 34 mpg it is great on gas. Only I have
had is that the ac compressor runs off the same belt as the engine so you lose quite a bit of
power when ac is on full blast. Brake and engine springs have been recalled, we replace the
brake piece 6 times before the recall. I saved my receipts and was reimbursed for them. Great
car reliable have driven it to Niagara Falls all the way to Myrtle Beach. Easy oil change. Have
over miles and just now having some trouble removing the key,. Comfortable and well
performing vehicle. Haven't had any problems with the car at all in the time I have had it.
Comfortable to ride in as well and easy to get used to. It is not much different from your typical
gas-powered car. Does not take a ton of gas to fill up the tank and lasts about miles per tank
before I have to get more. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale
Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy

Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability
Reviews. Base Sedan. Premium Sedan. Limited Sedan. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most
Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Bridget P wrote on November 29, Brandi Q wrote on
November 10, Tom G wrote on October 13, Letta D wrote on October 8, Ali B wrote on October 7,
David O wrote on October 2, Meg J wrote on September 29, Mariah L wrote on September 29,
Mirian T wrote on September 28, Tina L wrote on September 25, David P wrote on September 25,
Katie O wrote on September 23, Skip W wrote on September 23, Maddie S wrote on September
22, Rikki R wrote on September 22, Keenan W wrote on September 21, Kyle P wrote on
September 20, Beth D wrote on September 18, Meralise H wrote on September 17, Austin N
wrote on September 15, Tyler R wrote on September 14, Matt D wrote on September 12, Alex B
wrote on September 10, Susan M wrote on September 8, Karen G wrote on September 6,
Continue to Overview. Quick Links. Maintenance schedule Maintenance precautions Before
checking or servicing in the engine. When checking or servicing in the engine. Engine hood
Engine compartment overview Engine oil Checking the oil level Changing the oil and oil filter
Recommended grade and viscosity Synthetic oil Cooling system Cooling fan, hose and
connections Engine coolant Air cleaner element Replacing the air cleaner element Spark plugs
Recommended spark plugs Drive belts Manual transmission oil Continuously variable
transmission fluid Front differential gear oil CVT models Rear differential gear oil Brake fluid
Checking the fluid level Recommended brake fluid Clutch fluid MT models Recommended
clutch fluid Brake booster Brake pedal Checking the brake pedal free play Checking the brake
pedal reserve distance Clutch pedal MT models Checking the clutch function Checking the
clutch pedal free play Hill start assist system Replacement of brake pad and lining Breaking-in
of new brake pads and linings Parking brake stroke Tires and wheels Types of tires Tire
pressure monitoring system TPMS. Tire inspection Tire pressures and wear Wheel balance
Wear indicators Tire rotation direction mark Tire rotation Tire replacement Wheel replacement
Aluminum wheels Windshield washer fluid Page 2 Maintenance and service Replacement of
wiper blades Never get under the vehicle sup- If you perform maintenance and service ported
only by a jack. Lift the hood slightly and remove the To open the hood: hood prop from the slot
in the hood and return the prop to its retainer. If the wiper blades are lifted off the windshield,
return them to their original 2. Be careful not to touch the en- 3. Be sure the level gauge is
correctly gine oil filter when removing the inserted until it stops. Use only engine oil with the
recommended grade and vis- cosity. Be careful not to spill engine oil If you change your own
oil, be sure when adding it. Amount of Oil filter color Part number Run the engine until it
reaches the rotation normal operating temperature. Then stop Black AA 1 rotation the engine
and wait a few minutes to allow the oil drain back. If frequent addition of coolant is neces Page
Engine Coolant Maintenance and service the cooling system and connections be checked for
leaks, damage, or looseness. Page Air Cleaner Element If engine coolant gets on more
frequently. It is recommended that cleaner element not only filters the exhaust pipe, be sure to
wipe you always use genuine SUBARU parts. If the air. Page Spark Plugs 4. Unsnap the two
clips holding the air plugs. It is recommended that you have cleaner case cover. When clutch
fluid is added, be Check the fluid level monthly. With the engine off, depress the brake Page
Brake Pedal Lightly pull the brake pedal up with one finger to check the free play with a force of
less than 2 lbf 10 N, 1 kgf. Page Clutch Pedal Mt Models Lightly depress the clutch pedal down
with operate as described above, contact your any sign of slippage. Drive the vehicle for
approximately soon as possible. Page Parking Brake Stroke To avoid this covered or icy roads.
Page 22 In this event, When a tire is replaced, adjustments are pressures that correspond to
various out- go to a SUBARU dealer to have the necessary to ensure continued normal side
temperatures when the temperature system inspected as soon as possible. Page Tire Inspection
Contact your park the vehicle. Correct tire pressure tread worn. Abnormally low tire pressure
tread. The air pressure in a tire increases evenly worn at shoulders by approximately 4. Also
have them adjusted after tire repairs and after tire rotation. With a tire in this condition, driving
at high speeds in wet weather can cause the vehicle to hydroplane. Page Tire Replacement After
driving approximately miles can also dangerously reduce 1, km , check the wheel nuts again For
safe vehicle operation, SUBARU controllability and braking per- and retighten any nut that has
become recommends replacing all four tires at formance and can lead to an loose. Page
Aluminum Wheels miles 1, km. Its freezing tem- perature varies according to how much it is
diluted, as indicated in the following table. You sembly should not return the wiper arms
Grease, wax, insects, or other material on! Type A to the windshield only by the the windshield
or the wiper blade results in return spring. Type B ber type A and type B 1. Raise the wiper arm
off the windshield. NOTE The following illustrations show the replacement procedures of the
blade rubber for a type A wiper blade assem- bly, however the replacement proce- dures are the
same for a type B wiper blade assembly. Raise the wiper arm off the rear window. Pull the wiper

blade assembly toward you to remove it from the wiper arm. Pull the blade rubber assembly out
of the plastic support. Align the claws of the plastic support with the grooves in the blade
rubber Metal spines assembly, then slide the blade rubber 1. Page Battery Maintenance and
service ends. If the rubber is not retained properly, Battery remove rings, metal watchbands, the
wiper may scratch the rear window and other metal jewelry. Never glass. The fuses are
designed to melt during an overload to prevent damage to the wiring harness and electrical
equipment. Page Main Fuse 1. Page Installation Of Accessories Maintenance and service
Installation of accessories Replacing bulbs following precautions. It may be difficult to replace
the bulbs. Page 40 Maintenance and service 6. Secure the rear trunk trim panel with the clips.
Slide the rear combination light as- Rear turn signal light sembly rearward and remove it from
the Backup light vehicle. Tighten the upper and lower screws. Catch Clip 1. Open the trunk and
remove the clips 6. Put the rear combination light assem- from the trunk lid trim with a flat-head
bly into place while aligning the 2 guide screwdriver. Turn the bulb socket counterclockwise
and pull out the socket. Type A 3. Pull the bulb out of the socket. Install a new bulb. Reinstall
the bulb socket and the trunk lid trim. Pull the bulb the lens with a flat-head screwdriver. While
pushing the mount assembly Trunk light 4. Undo the two retainers and slide the rearward by
hand, lift up the front end of light assembly to release the locking lug. Page Other Bulbs 6. Pull
the bulb out of the bulb socket and replace it with a new one. Reinstall the removed parts in the
reverse order of removal. Print page 1 Print document 46 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. A comfortable ride, responsive handling, good
visibility, simple controls, and a relatively spacious rear seat all combine to make the Impreza
easy to live with. The hatchback's cargo versatility gives it an edge in practicality over the
sedan version. Sport models come with snazzy wheels and a bit more equipment than more
basic Imprezas. Fuel economy is impressive for an all-wheel drive car, but falls a bit short
against other compact cars. Crash test results are excellent, including the difficult IIHS small
overlap test. Subaru's comprehensive EyeSight suite of electronic safety features is optional on
Limited models. Improvements for reduced interior noise and significantly upgraded
infotainment and connectivity features. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Subaru Impreza owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. I am sharing this because of the
frustration and disappointment I went through to get the springs replaced and it relates to an
item reported in CR's review of the Impreza I believe it was in While I was making the
appointment I was instructed to call a toll-free no. When I called I was connected to the
dealership who connected me to the parts dept. I was told the parts were not available but that
since my appt. Two days before my appt. I called again to check on the parts and was told they

were in and that I should keep the appt. When I showed at the appointment there were no parts
and there would be no parts for several wks. After the springs were finally replaced, I noticed
that the engine noise upon acceleration that was noted in the review was significantly reduced
from the cacophonous clatter to a more pleasant roar above rpm and mileage has increased by
almost 1 mpg to boot. Subaru dealer has not been able to repair since receiving the recall. It
may be a 10 month wait according to the company. The problem was fixed under warranty in a
couple days, and a loaner was provided. We were very pleased with how Subaru handled the
issue. Scheduled to be done in May. Dealership had the car for almost a week while they
replaced something in the engine. Found there was a recall on this but I did not get the info
because the recall came out at the time I bought the car and the previous owner got the notice.
The dealer did not give me this info. Consequently by the time I figured the oil burning was a
recall, I was over the , mile limit for the engine rebuild. I accepted this offer but I was not too
happy that the dealer dragged out the complaint over several visits so I went over the , miles.
They also replaced valve springs per recall. As I understand, this was a design problem,
specific to certain engines in certain years, since resolved. Over time the problem got worse; at
the point that my car failed Subaru's oil consumption test, my Subaru dealer replaced the short
block and provided a loaner while doing the work. There have been no problems since the work
was done; I am very satisfied with Subaru's attention to the problem; and I would buy another
Subaru in the future though I won't need to any time soon, since I have a brand new engine!
There was an ignition coil failure or cylinder misfire. It took a lot of time to diagnose and repair.
It caused the engine to shudder at low RPMs, almost to the point where it felt like the engine
would shut off or stall. The phenomenon was experienced relatively often. Like all car problems,
it seemingly appeared from nowhere and lasted about two months before the check engine light
came on. We took it to an independent shop to begin with where they "fixed" the problem. It
came back almost immediately after getting the car back, and we returned it once more. After a
couple of days, the problem was diagnosed and traced back to the CPU of the car, which either
way, called for a visit to the dealership. From here on out the same thing happened. We got the
car back, but the misfire was still there. Three months later we finally got the car back, and it
was fixed. Since then we haven't experienced any engine shudder or loss of power. Luckily
Subaru was very generous and loaned us a vehicle while the Impreza was in the shop. Had two
oil consumption tests. Failed second one". Subaru is replacing the short block at their cost,
even with over k miles on the car. Kudos to Subaru for addressing this issue". Was completed
in 5 days as promised and was provided a loaner car for the time it was in the shop. Replaced
engine block. Vehicle failed an oil consumption test so the lower half of engine is being
replaced. This was diagnosed and is being done under my extended warranty, but the car
should not have had this problem. On the third time the dealer found the engine bearings were
bad. The only fix was to replace the shortblock and there was only about 13, miles on the
vehicle". Subaru attempted to solve the problem in stages. Eventually they replaced a major
part. All of this was at no cost to me other than time and some aggravation". The oil level
sensor was replaced first, then the engine was rebuilt new seals. Did not help. Finally, the short
engine block with casting defect was replaced. Very poor Subaru service, the car went through
3 oil changes a". Had to have engine replaced with new engine block". All were purchased new.
All have had problems with bad head gaskets. All of the cars have had the standard 4 cylinder
engine, and it appears that the gasket problem is a design flaw that Subaru has not or will not
solve". The AC didn't work when I got the car back, and although the Subaru dealership didn't
admit they broke it, they repaired it free of charge. The vibrations from the mount and the oil
leak also disappeared. I've cleaned it out and looked for damages in the seal, and everything
looks fine, but whenever my car is outside in hard rain, I expect to find a puddle in my cargo
tray. Road noise in wet weather is also almost unbearable". In , I had to bring in for the left rear
bearing. Both time the bearings produced annoying sounds at highway speeds. But they didn't
care about continuing noise. On next visit, dealership found noise-surprising? It is dependent
up on the temperature". Dealer has mostly fixed this problem". Not really an issue, just rattles a
bit". It was a creaking from the windshield area. Have sold the car since". Repaired under
warranty". Dealer has worked to locate source and eliminate these with minimal success". Have
had to have fixed twice already. Rattle in roof console. Rattle around radio that subaru has been
unable to fix even after several days in the shop. This is the rattliest car I have ever driven".
They replaced the post and it made it worse. It basically rattles and vibrates all the time and
Subaru has not responded to. My complaints". Wind Noise: While there is wind noise, it is not
as annoying as the road noise. The combination of the the above makes the car uncomfortable
to drive. The radio has to be turned up to hear it over the noise at highway speeds. Dealer said
every thing looks good. A wind noise is the noise the wind makes around a window when you
drive, in this case it comes from the driver's side small window". The car is noisy". So loud that

it's hard to hear the radio. It is difficult to use the phone on the car's blue tooth if on the
highway". The radio must be turned up significantly while driving and immediately turned down
when coming to a stop". Car would not be comfortable, noise-wise, for long trip". I'm told this
issue was addressed in the models". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems,
regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition,
distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Dealer is unable to figure out the
problem. Had to be broken and removed in pieces to get replaced. Extremely frustrating". Later
in the day 5 other dashboard alerts went on with no actual impacts to car operation. Looks
remained illuminated for 3 days, but when I took it in there was no record of any problems on
the computer. It's only a few years old and seems as if light bulbs don't last. Expensive repair
required at the dealer due to design that makes it very difficult to replace bulbs ourselves".
They were replaced. This drained the battery to the extent the car wouldn't crank the next
morning. When the battery was jumped and the overhead light switch was reset, everything was
OK again. I never figured out why the overhead light switch got turned on by itself. It may have
been by me mistakenly brushing against it. Not a huge problem but mysterious. We cannot
imagine why Subaru would choose red over white or another bright color". Not worth it! So then
we have to go get it checked and there's hardly ever a problem. Dealer says it is not a warranty
item and it is costly to replace. Replaced 3 time. It stays on for a while and then goes off. We
doublecheck fluid levels all the time and there's no problem with them. Would have to replace
entire fluid reservoir to replace the sensor. We replaced the motor at our expense. Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. We live in far
northern NY, so the winters are severe. Ice and snow build up around the facia, causing it to
tear. Eventually the rip will endanger the structural integrity of the front end. The plastic is not
holding together well, after 8 years. This is the second time that has happened on the passenger
side. So far no other issues". I have had the right front fall off 4 times when exposed to very
light bumps e. I was unable to locate it twice so total new replacement was twice. Also, the front
fender hangs very low and can bump on a curb , so is easily cracked. Bumper cover cracks
easily. Body panels dent easily. Paint is thin. The piece has been lost twice and had to be
replaced". Was repaired at expense of Subaru". This is on the Limited Sport edition. The car has
lower body molding below the doors and between the front and rear wheels. It has come loose".
It was easily popped back into place. I resent so much of my car being plastic". Front speaker
covers both rattle. The cargo cover in the hatch had to be removed because it was so noisy".
The car was garaged, yet the dealer claimed it was from "outside influences".. This has
continued to increase in areas on the roof and hood; the paint seems very thin and weak".
Dealer said it was caused by external conditions. Paint was obviously thin and poorly applied
and has continued to separate at other spots. This car is parked right next to my Explorer which
doesn't show any similar problems. Subaru offered to cover the expense of repainting the
vehicle in those locations. Dealer said there was nothing they could do. Very disappointing".
The hood continues to have chips in the new paint". Can only be seen when the trunk is open
and you look under where the license plate lights are". This area is not exposed when the trunk
is closed". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. A new alignment from a different dealer,
this time in Detroit and new tires seems to have fixed this issue". Took it to the dealer who
diagnosed the problem. Replacement fixed it. I had this replaced. Noticed handling improved
after the replacement. Took 3 times or more trips to dealer to locate problem. A front strut
mount was finally replaced and the clunk went awa". Important addendum- had chronic oil leak
in first year requiring multiple visits to dealer, much stalling and BS until finally admitting major
engine issue and replacing engine. The steering rack had to be replaced. I've never had to
replace that on any car we ever owned. At miles I was less than pleased. I had just had the car
serviced the week before and was told I need new tires immediately. I got the tires and then had
this problem. I was concerned about maybe it had something to do with the tires since I bought
them elsewhere. I took back into Subaru service and they said they would run the diagnostics
again. However, I had the extended warranty and it". They are muddy in the spring. They are
bumpy most all the time. This spring my car vibrated at 40 mph. My garage said it was dirt in the
wheels and flushed it out". At one point the inner portion of the tread was completely gone, but
because the visible portion of the tire looked OK, it was not evident until the tire blew out. The
dealer has tried to fix this on more than a couple of occasions, but I seem to keep burning
through tires. It also means that I can rely on the fact that they are responsible for reporting
situations before they become critical. I was told my tires were critical on the next visit after
they had been good miles prior. This happened the week before Christmas and this dealership
knows I drive for Uber and Lyft. So I bought new tires. The very next week I had to take my car

back in because of steering issue". I replaced tires with new Bridgestone tires and had car
aligned". Making loud noise and vibration. The hub assembly was replaced. I had to have the
front wheel bearings replaced. We thought it was the tires. There was no difference with new
tires. I mentioned it to Subaru service when I got oil changes. They gave me some yack yack
about the original tires being softer and therefore quieter. During the state inspection at a
Lincoln dealer near my work , they noticed the noise without me saying anything about the road
noise when they drove the car into their bays and informed us that the R rear bearing was going
bad. Our independent mechanic confirmed the bearing and discovered the L was also failing.
The car is much quieter. At least a rear passenger can hear the radio or driver talking. I'm
annoyed Subaru couldn't figure this out. They had to have heard how loud the car was when
they drove it in for the the oil change. Don't get me started on the oil light Subaru can't seem to
figure that out either. Became loud". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. I spoke to the dealer about this, and they were
unable to solve the problem". Usually resolves next time I'm in the car". It is specific to the
system in this year's model since I test drove some newer models of the same vehicle to see if
the same problem existed, but those worked fine. On trips it will often route you on detours
from the programmed route for no apparent reason. Smartphone map programs such as Google
Maps much more reliable". Hard to see, hard to program, and dangerous to use. You can't use a
touch screen and drive safely. This is true of the radio and the navigation system. I use my
iPhone mounted next to the steering wheel". In , it stopped working completely in the spring. In
the fall, the USB connection also stopped functioning. Then the radio started having issues
maintaining a connection. I finally gave up and bought a new stereo head, and now have a
system that works the way that my Subaru's built-in stereo was supposed to work. Within two
years, the ability to pair via Bluetooth stopped, so I switched to using the USB connection.
Three years later, the USB bus also stopped working. Last year, I removed the factory-installed
stereo head and replaced it with a Sony, and discovered that not only was my phone working
fine, but that the audio quality provided by the factor-installed stereo was TERRIBLE compared
to what the speakers could produce. So they stood behind it". I cannot always fix it". Only way
to fix is to turn vehicle not just stereo off and back on again. I have not had issues pairing either
of these devices with numerous rental cars. Also, with new iPhone 8, there does not seem to be
a way to have the phone interrupt non-bluetooth audio with directions. Usually requires 10 or
more attempts and in some cases I just give up. Dealer paired phones and they stayed paired
for one day. Now not able to pair at all. I have iPhone 5. Car usually pairs, but often drops out
the audio mid-trip even though the phone remains "paired. Unable to retrieve messages from
phone.. Bluetooth microphone on car system needed to be replaced". There was nothing wrong
with the engine. It happened three times before they changed it out. They kept saying I needed
to tighten my gas cap to solve it". I ask it to call someone and it dials someone else in my
contacts. I gave up on using it and ask my smart phone Siri to make calls for me. Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. The car still stopped satisfactorily. This went on for a few days until I got it
into a mechanic. I was advised that it was not safe to drive. Front calipers, rotors, disc brake
pads and hoses were all replaced. During the inspection the dealer told me that I needed a new
caliper, rotors, and brake pads. The caliper had a faulty sticking slip pin. I'm thinking to myself
that if it's a dealership, they should have the knowledge and parts, in house, to repair it. This
may be due to the fact that my son and daughter drove this vehicle". Seems to me I should have
had more warning that the brake pads were going so I would not have had to replace rotors as
well. This seemed extremely premature, and the dealership would not cover the repairs under
warranty. I have been told this is because I drive a small fraction of the time on a dirt road.
There is no way rotors should have to be replaced at this low mileage". Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Dealer blamed a
mouse! It would move at about 5 mph and ignored the pedal. Check Engine light came on with
the torque to the wheels light. Tried turning off engine and restating with no problem resolution.
Left it sit in garage for a few hours and the engine started and ran normally with no check
engine light. Concerned about when that will happen again. Diagnostic code was P Has not
reoccured. Problem ended up being bad engine bearings". Covered by dealer. The dealer says it
normal but the check engine lamp will illuminate at miles past an oil change. Subaru dealer
does not see any problems. We keep a quart of oil in the trunk waiting for the amber lamp to
appear. Despite repeat visits, dealer service never identified leak location or problem. It's still
burning or leaking oil, but at a slower rate. If it's the head gasket we will probably not keep the
car. Found out from dealer that many locations in engine were leaking. Timing chain cover,
valve covers etc. Required pulling engine and 3 days with loaner vehicle. This was just after a
recall for valve spring replacement. Just under 2 litres per kms. Subaru dealership does not

seem invested in determining this issue, I believe". Two subaru dealers say this is normal".
Sometimes just days after an oil change, sometimes s of miles later. We've done that twice we
missed the mileage once or twice and had to start over. Where is the oil going? It's using more
than 2 quarts of oil per oil change. The dealer is looking at it now but is saying that it is
"normal" for this engine to use oil". Replaced condenser for crack and compressor for
operational failure. Previous subaru seemed to have AC problems too. The compressor needs
to be replaced. The repair is very expensive and I'm not going to fix it. It took 3 trips to the
dealer to fix it. Each trip was miles round trip for us to drive to dealer and back plus hours of
waiting time each time we went". The service department told me that there was debris in the
filter and replaced it. The sound like the motor". It blows cold air on your feet even when set to
just blow hot air". Also takes a very long time to warm up - 7 minutes". Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Had to leave the car for 3 days. They did not
have a loaner available so I had to rent a car. It was a VERY expensive repair. I have had 2 other
manual transmission cars driven a total of close to , miles and I never had to replace a clutch
before. Exact same thing happened with previous Subaru Impreza manual shift I had, at the
same , miles. It went smoothly. The dealership determined that it needed to be replaced. The car
has now gone through 3 transmissions under the same circumstances, the last 2 were during
the last 14 months. Not at all impressed with the car's reliability, performance, or quality. Then,
a month later, replaced again due to improper installation of the second transmission. They had
omitted the final seal, causing a leak. Third CVT transmission seems to be holding for now".
This is a non-maintainable item that necessitated CVT replacement". We were told the
"technician hears a noise which indicates the transmission is about to fail". They claimed we
needed a new transmission even though the car was running fine. Naturally, we were skeptical,
but we have friends who own the same year Impreza, and their transmission DID fail and was
replaced while still under warranty. Rather than seek a second opinion, we traded the car in fo".
Needed to be replaced. In previous years we have had to have the transmission seals replaced.
No charge to us". It was on the east coast. My wife drove it back and the dealership took it in.
Subaru warranty said just replace it and don't open it at all". Premature wear and replaced rear
brake pads and rotors. Shifter cable broke and replaced. PPD Piss poor design. Turns out, it
needed an axle bearing. This was possibly caused by laying idle for a couple of months for the
past two years. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. Car wouldn't start. I thought it would last longer,
based on how long the first battery lasted. Sometimes it doesn't start at all, and I have to wait a
few minutes and try again. My mechanic spent an hour on it, and diagnosed the problem: it's a
Subaru. Subaru stated a software update would fix. Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Just there one day". When I took it to the dealer early in our
ownership, it was working fine and they couldn't find the problem. I wish the indictor light would
show which". This was also a first and also expensive. Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. Sometimes it lacks responsiveness when moving forward or trying to
pass". Dealer mistakenly replaced battery. On second visit determined transmission valve body
had failed. A very expensive part". Was out of service for over a week. Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. This was with a passenger seated with seat belt fastened.
Car was towed to Subaru dealer. Dealer said fuse for fuel pump was blowing out and suggested
that critters had chewed wiring. The amount of time it took to diagnose fuel pump failure
seemed excessive. Dealer fixed under an extended warranty but offered no loaner. Most
concerned that the pump failed under power with no prior indication of trouble. My mechanic
told me that the oxygen sensor failed and needed tp be replaced. The car had a difficult time
starting". The service technician indicated it was the sensors and claimed to have fixed the
issue. The check engine came on again, with the same diagnosis and fix. The check engine
came on a third time, with the same diagnosis and fix. All three of these incidents occurred
within a four week period. The last fix seemed to have worked Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Subaru Impreza Change Vehicle. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a

standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available, standard from Side air bags available from , standard from Head protection air bags
standard from ESC available in , standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions
of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available.
Engines Available. What Owners Say. Cylinder head "The problem was the valve springs that
were covered under warranty although I didn't have the springs break. Kudos to Subaru for
addressing this issue" Mike P. The only fix was to replace the shortblock and there was only
about 13, miles on the vehicle" Anonymous, ID Subaru Impreza Limited 2. All of this was at no
cost to me other than time and some aggravation" Anonymous, PA Subaru Impreza 2. All of the
cars have had the standard 4 cylinder engine, and it appears that the gasket problem is a design
flaw that Subaru has not or will not solve" Anonymous, PA Subaru Impreza Sport 2. Air or water
leaks "Hatch window on driver's side was letting water in. Road noise in wet weather is also
almost unbearable" Jim T. Dealer has mostly fixed this problem" Terry G. Not really an issue,
just rattles a bit" D L. Have sold the car since" David J. Repaired under warranty" Bryon H.
Dealer has worked to locate source and eliminate these with minimal success" Paul J. This is
the rattliest car I have ever driven" Michelle S. A wind noise is the noise the wind makes around
a window when you drive, in this case it comes from the driver's side small window"

Anonymous, DE Subaru Impreza 2. The car is noisy" Robert S. It is difficult to use the phone on
the car's blue tooth if on the highway" Paul P. The radio must be turned up significantly while
driving and immediately turned down when coming to a stop" Anonymous, NV Subaru Impreza
Limited 2. I'm told this issue was addressed in the models" Tammy M. Expensive repair required
at the dealer due to design that makes it very difficult to replace bulbs ourselves" Anonymous,
NY Subaru Impreza 2. We cannot imagine why Subaru would choose red over white or another
bright color" Anonymous, MI Subaru Impreza 2. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The front
bumper developed a crack and has come loose from the rest of the body. So far no other
issues" Joel B. The piece has been lost twice and had to be replaced" Jerome L. Was repaired
at expense of Subaru" Mark W. The cargo cover in the hatch had to be removed because it was
so noisy" Tammy M. This has continued to increase in areas on the roof and hood; the paint
seems very thin and weak" Jim T. Can only be seen when the trunk is open and you look under
where the license plate lights are" Raymond F. Alignment "Dealer performed alignment in
Arizona I think improperly and my front tires wore unevenly with chunks of rubber coming off
the tire during a cross country trip. A new alignment from a different dealer, this time in Detroit
and new tires seems to have fixed this issue" Kevin D. A front strut mount was finally replaced
and the clunk went awa" Anonymous, OR Subaru Impreza 2. However, I had the extended
warranty and it" Linda B. The very next week I had to take my car back in because of steering
issue" Linda B. I spoke to the dealer about this, and they were unable to solve the problem"
Anonymous, MD Subaru Impreza Limited 2. Usually resolves next time I'm in the car" Carol N.
Smartphone map programs such as Google Maps much more reliable" S K. I use my iPhone
mounted next to the steering wheel" Richard N. So they stood behind it" Beck W. Accessory
belts or pulleys "Vehicle recall. Two subaru dealers say this is normal" Tim F. The dealer is
looking at it now but is saying that it is "normal" for this engine to use oil" Paul P. Each trip was
miles round trip for us to drive to dealer and back plus hours of waiting time each time we went"
Bill F. It blows cold air on your feet even when set to just blow hot air" Robert S. Clutch
replacement "Had to order the p
ford expedition 2008
saturn 1995
windshield wipers for 2000 chevy silverado
arts because manual transmissions are not common on this model. Rather than seek a second
opinion, we traded the car in fo" David T. No charge to us" Michael B. Subaru warranty said just
replace it and don't open it at all" Gregory R. CV joint "Right rear wheel bearing replaced. Glass
defects "I recently found my front windshield cracked--no stones or pebble kick up during
driving. Rough shifting "This car has a cvt transmission. Sometimes it lacks responsiveness
when moving forward or trying to pass" Paul J. Fuel cap "the cord that connects the cap to the
car tends to get caught in the fuel door and kinks which eventually breaks the connection - the
check engine light comes on; very expensive to replace! Radiator "The radiator was damaged
when a baseball hit the grill See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

